The coagulation of colloidal particles in a simple shear flow of a viscous fluid is considered. The coagulation rate between unequal spherical particles is calculated by use of approximate trajectory equations, and a kinetic equation of shear coagulation is proposed in which the hydrodynamic interaction between particles is taken into account. It is found that the coagulation rate decreases rapidly with increase of the ratio of particles radius ajaj and a dimensionless quantity QnpaltflA. Comparison between the present theory and the classical Smoluchowski theory indicates that the Smoluchowski theory is applicable to limited coagulation systems and that it overestimates the coagulation rate considerably whenapplied to common aqueous dispersions. It is also found that the change of particle concentration is conveniently estimated by a kinetic equation in which the coagulation rate between unequal particles is approximated by that between equal spheres. Introduction When colloidal dispersions are subjected to shear flow, particles collide1 because of their relative motion induced by the velocity field of the medium. If there
Introduction
When colloidal dispersions are subjected to shear flow, particles collide1 because of their relative motion induced by the velocity field of the medium. If there exists no repulsive surface force between particles, every collision leads to coagulation. This process, called rapid coagulation, is treated in this paper.
There is a classical analysis by Smoluchowski9) for the shear coagulation of binary spherical particles. In this analysis it is assumed that particles encounter without interacting with each other hydrodynamically, that is, each particle behaves as though the others were not present. The analysis is approximately applicable to the collision in which the effect of inertia of particles is predominant, or the interparticle attractive force acts such that it cancels the effect of the hydrodynamic interaction.
However, it is unlikely that the analysis is applicable to the collision between sufficiently small particles dispersed in a viscous fluid.
Recently Lin et al.6 ) calculated the exact trajectory of quasi-static relative motion of a pair of spheres in the shear flow of a viscous fluid. Since the attractive force between particles was not considered in their calculation, the coagulation of particles was inhibited.
Coagulation trajectories for spheres with interparticle forces were calculated by Van de Ven and Mason11} and Zeichner and Schowalter12) .
These results enable us to know the rate of coagulation of pair particles, but they are limited to the coagulation of equal spheres.
In estimating the coagulation process of a dispersion, it is required to knowthe collision between dissimilar particles which becomes predominant as coagulation proceeds.
In the present study wecalculate the coagulation frequency between unequal spherical particles approximately, using the asymptotic trajectory equations for the region where particle pairs are either close to each other or far apart1"3>10). Then we derive a kinetic equation of shear coagulation into which the effect of hydrodynamic interaction between particles is introduced as the coagulation coefficient, and we estimate the change of particle concentration by this equation, comparing it with that given by the Smoluchowski theory.
Interparticle Force
Since it is conventional to assumethat the van der Waals-London attractive force is the only interparticle force in rapid coagulation, the other forces are not considered here. However, it is not difficult to introduce such a force as the electrochemical repulsive force into the succeeding arguments if it is required.
The van der Waals-London force FAij between particles of sizes / andj acts along the axis connecting the Fig. 1 Coordinates and particle trajectories particle centers, and the magnitude FAij is correlated with the corresponding potential VAij by FAij= -dVAij/ dr, where r is the distance between particle centers. VAij for spherical particles of the same material was derived by Hamaker4) as Aij 6ls2-4 s2-4+4q^s2-4+4qJ (1) where A is the Hamakerconstant, which is a measure 
where po=27r(s-2)/(AL/aij) and lL is the London wave length (typically 0.1 jum).
Smoluchowski Theory of Shear Coagulation
Consider a binary collision between particles of sizes / andj in simple shear flow. The location of a colliding particle i is described either by rectangular coordinates (x, j, z) or by spherical coordinates (r, 6, (j)) which are embedded in the center of the other particle j as shown in Fig. 1 (a) > and the undisturbed 300 velocity offluid is given by U=(Ux(y), 0, 0 Fig. 1 (b) .
where f is the shear rate defined by dUJdy and nt is the number concentration of particles of size /. Whenthe effect of Browniancoagulation is negligible, the rate of change in concentration of particle k is given by taking a population balance with the help of Eq. (3).
where t is the time. The first term on the right-hand side represents the rate of formation of particle k by coagulation of smaller particles and the second term the rate of disappearance due to coagulation of particle k with the others. The change of size distribution can be given by solving Eq. (4) for particles of all sizes simultaneously. Whenparticles are assumed to be of uniform size, Eq. (4) yields a simple expression for the rate of change of total particle concentration Nt.
%-***.
where<p is the volumefraction of particles.
Trajectory Equation for Unequal Spheres
It is clear that the trajectory of relative motion of pair particles presumed by Smoluchowski is inaccurate especially in the collision of small particles in a viscous fluid. Whenparticles are close to each other, they interact hydrodynamically and collide along a complicated trajectory, as shown in Fig. 1 
(c). Trajectories
for equal spheres were calculated by several resear-
Here the trajectory equation for unequal spheres is developed.
Assuming that the motion of particles is creeping motion and that the effect of sedimentation is negligible, the relative velocity of pair particles is given by superimposing three independent velocities. V= VB+ VF+ VS (6) where VBis the relative velocity due to the Brownian motion, VF is that caused by interparticle forces and Vs is that due to the motion of force-free spheres in undisturbed shear flow. Since we treat the collision of particles large enough to neglect the effect of Brownian motion, VB=0. VF is correlated with FAij as follows. VF = <&FAiSIGKiMu (7) were^is the correction factor to Stokes' law for the drag on a sphere, which is attributed to the hydrodynamic interaction between particles approaching in a quiescent fluid, and ju is the viscosity of the medium. Batchelor and Green2} derived an analytical expression of Vs from arguments of linearity and homogeneity in the rate of strain tensor of the ambient flow field. Substituting their results of Vs and Eq. (7) into Eq. (6), V for shear flow is written in the following dimensionless form in spherical coordinates.
where N8=GKiMi?tlA , t+=p and fA=-(dVAij/ds)/A.
J< & and^f are dimensionless scalar functions only of the distance s and the radius ratio I. The exact values of these functions for equal spheres are available in 
Asymptotic forms of J^and^at s^2 can be deduced from the results given by Goren3) and Spielman10) respectively as
where h is the function ofX given in Table A Unretarded potential and functions in Table   A -l are used. 
Coagulation Coefficient
To evaluate the coagulation rate, it is required to know the limiting trajectory within which all particles coagulate. Here the limiting trajectory is defined as that which terminates at 0=0. There may be a few collisions whosetrajectories terminate at negative 0, but the effect of these collisions is neglected, because the effect for equal spheres was found to be negligible12 }.
A typical limiting trajectory for equal spheres, which is an exact one, is shown in Fig. 3 . The calculation is carried out by the Runge-Kutta-Gill method, reversing the trajectory upstream from the limit- The dependence of the coefficient for equal spheres asii on Ns is calculated by use of the exact functions inTable A-l, andis shown in Fig. 5 . We denote this coefficient by a8ii* to distinguish it from asii given by the succeeding approximations. It is found that a8ii* decreases rapidly with increase of Ns, and so Eq. (4) is not applicable at large Ns. It is attributed to the relatively strong van der Waals-London force that a8ii* becomes larger than unity at small Ns. aa* with these features is interestingly compared with the efficiency of inertial impaction of particles on a sphere whose magnitude increases with relative velocity and particle size but is always less than unity. The coefficients calculated with the unretarded and retarded potentials given by Eqs. (1) and (2) respectively are compared. It follows that the latter depends on particle size whereas the former does not, and the deviation of the former from the latter is not negligible for particles of 2a{> 1 jum for which the shear coagulation becomes predominant over the Brownian one.
However, the former is employed in the following arguments, because it is mathematically simple and the trend of these functions is essentially similar. asij calculated by use of the approximate functions of jy; &and^is showninFig. 6. Comparisonbetween the coefficients for equal spheres indicates that a8ii given by Approximation I coincides fairly well with aaii*9 especially in the region of small Ns. If the asymptotic function of^at £-2 exists for equal spheres, the agreement will be improved. asij given by Approximation I coincides also with that given by Approximation II at small Ns and large A. It is expected from these results that asij is approximated well by Approximation I, and so this approximation is used in the succeeding arguments.
It is interesting to note that asij drops rapidly with increase of Ns and X. In experiments of shear coagulation and an apparent steady process is often observed after sufficient coagulation of particles, which has been considered to be due to the breakup of floes7}.
However, it is possibly due to this rapid descent of asij with Ns and X.
Kinetic Equation of Shear Coagulation
Employing Ji3-instead of J°id in taking the population balance of particles of size k, Eq. (4) is rewritten in dimensionless form as
where wi*=7zi/JVo, t*=fa13N0t and JVo is the initial particle concentration. It is clear that this equation is reduced to Eq. (4) when asij=l.
The change of particle concentration is obtained by solving Eq. (13) numerically by the Runge-Kutta-Gill method, assuming 216-fold particles are the largest1. The calculation is terminated whenthe error in total volume of particles, due to the appearance of over 216-fold particles, exceeds 3%. The radius of coagulated particles is assumed to be the radius of a sphere of equal volume. Rigorously speaking, this assumption is not plausible except for the coalescence of emulsion particles.
Nevertheless, the assumption is employed here because coagulation between non-spherical particles is too complicated to evaluate and the same assumption used for Brownian coagulation was successful^. asij which is not given in Fig. 6 is estimated by interpolation, and the calculation is carried out for initially monodispersed suspensions. The estimated change of dimensionless total particle concentration Nt* is plotted against t* in Fig. 7 . Nt* predicted by the Smoluchowski theory is given by a single curve independently of coagulation conditions. It is interesting to note that the curve is well approxi- Here we introduce Approximation III, in which asij in Eq. (13) is replaced by asii* of initial particles. Figure 7 shows that iV** given by Approximation III is not too muchdifferent from that by Approximation I. This is because coagulation between initial particles is predominant. Hence Approximation III may be used for mathematical simplicity to predict particle concentration at the early stage of coagulation. The reason why Approximation III yields Nt* larger than that given by Approximation I at NSi=l0* is that asii* is smaller than asii in this region. The change of concentration of particles of each size was calculated for NS1=103and is shown in Fig. 8 . This is the most rigorous estimation of the change of size distribution at present, as far as the authors know. It is confirmed that the concentration of each particle * This limitation is due to computer capacity. 2) The magnitude ofasij becomes larger than unity at small Ns and drops rapidlywith increase of Ns and L 3) The changes of particle concentrations in shear coagulation are estimated by a newly proposed kinetic equation in which the hydrodynamic interaction between particles is taken into account. Appen di x 
